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ComiX4=

E urope is diverse. That’s a fact. Europe 
is composed of people with different 
backgrounds, different cultural origins, 

different ethnicities, and from different coun-
tries. Diversity is part and will still be part of Eu-
rope’s legacy in the coming decades. However, 
diversity faces rejection. Unfortunately, racism 
is still growing within our multicultural societies. 
People still face discrimination based on their 
skin colour, gender, sexual orientation, age, 
disability, nationality or legal status.

The time has come to promote positive va-
lues. What about a narrative that deconstructs 
misperceptions, ungrounded fears and enduring 
colonial legacies? What about an innovative 
approach to tackling discrimination and to hi-
ghlighting the contribution of migrants, religious 
and ethnic minorities? Given that the economic 
aspect of migration has drawn some recent 
public attention, what about recognizing the per-
sonal and social dimensions of this phenomenon 
in the same way?

“Comics for Equality”, a Europe-wide project 
led by Africa e Mediterraneo, is a cutting-edge 
initiative. It is unique because of the fact that it 
promotes a European society based on respect 
for fundamental human rights. The illustrations 
that we invite you to discover in the pages that 
follow successfully give flesh to the different 
forms of racism and xenophobia that are faced 
every day by individuals all across Europe, and 
make them understandable to the majority-ba-
sed audience.

The cartoons belong to three categories: “ste-
reotypes”, “stories of migration” and “the fight 
against racism”. They not only expose, with 
sensitivity and intelligence, the barriers faced 
by vulnerable groups, but also serve as a tool 
to empower artists with migrant backgrounds. 
They share their sides of the story. This project, 
in itself, is as an example of how the leadership 
and active participation of ethnic minorities are 
essential to shifting the negative rhetoric around 
migration.

The comics invite the reader to critically and con-
structively challenge stereotypes, connect with 
personal stories and take a stand against racial 
discrimination and xenophobia. They encourage 
us – all of us – to become transformational agen-
ts for societal change.

The European Network Against Racism – 
ENAR – is thrilled with this “Comics for Equality” 
catalogue and applauds the final outcome of 
the project which, through arts and entertain-
ment, positively and sensitively contributes to the 
development of a more inclusive Europe, while 
avoiding the pitfalls of the tiresome debate con-
cerning absolute freedom of expression versus 
the sedative of political correctness.

Michael Privot
Director
The European Network Against  
Racism (ENAR)
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The Jury

The AwardThe Project
The Comics for Equality Award for the best 
unpublished comics by authors with migrant 
backgrounds has three categories: the fight against 
racism, stories of migration and stereotypes. The 
award was open to comic-strip authors from all 
28 EU member states, EFTA countries (Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland), and 
countries on the way to membership (Montenegro, 
Serbia, the Republic of Macedonia, Turkey, Albania, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo). The comic-
strip artists uploaded their comics directly to the 
website comix4equality.eu. 
The Award comprised two prizes: the Jury 
Award and the Audience Award. For the first, an 
international jury (see below) selected the three best 
comics, one for each category. As in the Audience 
Award, each comic could receive votes on the 
English-language version of the website. The comics 
receiving most votes in each of the three categories 
were declared the winners. To give a few figures: 56 
comics were uploaded and displayed, receiving more 
than 6,000 online votes, and 41 comic-strip artists 
participated in the Award, representing 21 European 
countries (Italy, Slovakia, the UK, Estonia, Latvia, 
Poland, Germany, Sweden, Romania, France, 
Slovenia, Finland, Bulgaria, Serbia, Denmark, 
Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Cyprus, Malta and the 
Netherlands). 
NB: text in the comics appears as written by 
the authors in order to maintain the comics’ 
completeness and authenticity, and to preserve the 
mixture of cultures and languages represented. 
To view the comics submitted within the competition 
and the full translations, please visit  
www.comix4equality.eu.

The ComiX4= Comics for Equality project is based 
on the need to promote the development of a 
European society based on respect for fundamental 
human rights and anti-discriminatory and anti-
xenophobic attitudes and behaviours across Europe. 
The purpose of the project is to foster intercultural 
dialogue against racism in Europe. This need is now 
greater than ever due to European enlargement and 
to Europe’s key role as a destination for migration 
flows originating outside Europe. In order to reach 
this goal, the project aims to raise awareness 
of these topics among European societies, and 
especially among youth, using the artistic tool of 
comics created by artists with migrant backgrounds, 
and creating spaces for intercultural interaction. 
This approach aims to include migrants and the 
second generation - who are often subject to 
discrimination - in the creation of artistic tools to 
combat racism, gaining widespread support and 
promoting a cultural movement against xenophobia.
The main activities include the Comics for Equality 
Award for the best unpublished comics by authors 
with migrant backgrounds; the interactive website 
www.comix4equality.eu; an eighty-page catalogue 
containing the best comics submitted as part of the 
award; the ComiX4= Toolkit for use in conducting 
informal creative workshops; a travelling comic-strip 
exhibition; and comic-strip workshops, to be held 
across Europe. 
The project ComiX4= Comics for Equality is led by 
Africa e Mediterraneo (Italy), in partnership with NGO 
Mondo (Estonia), the Workshop for Civic Initiatives 
Foundation (Bulgaria), ARCA (Romania), Grafiskie 
stasti (Latvia) and the associate partner Hamelin 
Associazione Culturale (Italy).

EDO CHIEREGATO /// expert on modern comics;
SANDRA FEDERICI /// journalist and expert on media 
education and intercultural issues;
ELEONORA GADJEVA /// journalist, writer and editor;
RADU MIRCEA /// consultant on issues relating to 
migration and intercultural communication;
SANITA MuIžNIECE /// editor of the Latvian comic-
strip and culture magazine kuš!;
INGRīDA PIčuKāNE /// comic-strip artist, illustrator 
and movie animator;

JOONAS SILDRE /// illustrator, designer and founder 
of the Estonian Comics Society;
DIANA TAMM /// social designer of creative solutions 
for education and community development;
DIANA TRIFU /// specialist in human rights and 
intercultural communication;
ZVEZDA VANKOVA /// programme coordinator at 
the Law Program of the Open Society Institute, Sofia, 
and co-founder and chair of the Multi Kulti Collective 
Association.
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The participants
Elhasni Karem
was born in Tunisi and 
graduated in Fine Arts. 

The Arab Spring forced him to leave 
his country. He now lives in Italy.

Petronela 
Dostalova
was born in Slovakia and 

came to the UK 5 years ago. She 
hopes to become a picture-book 
artist in the future.

Sofja Bolshakova 
was born in Estonia to 
Ukrainian and Russian 

parents. There are 2 religions and 
7 nationalities in her family. 

Sabīne Moore
was born in Latvia. 
Her father was born in 

Australia. She is currently studying 
visual communication. 

Paulina Stulin
was born in Poland 
to Polish parents who 

migrated to Germany when she 
was 1 year old.

Emre Özdamarlar
was born in Turkey and 
moved to Sweden to 

work as a programmer. In 2009 
he quit his job to become a 
comic-strip artist. 

Cao Viet Nguyen 
was born in Vietnam and 
later moved to Latvia. 

He then went to America, but came 
back to Latvia and hasn’t left. 

Agnieszka Piksa
was born in Poland 
and studied at the 

University of Art and Design in 
Romania. She is a comic-strip 
author and illustrator.

Elisa Furlani 
was born in Italy and 
her mother comes from 

Australia. She works as an intern 
at a comic-book publishing house 
in France. 

Corsino
(Daniel L. 
Bončina) 

was born in Argentina and in 
2010 travelled to Slovenia, 
where he studies Italian literature 
and Spanish.

Anastassia
Tšepaikina 
was born in Estonia 

to Russian parents who had 
migrated to Estonia. Her dream 
is to design characters for video 
games.

Laura Ķeniņš
Her grandparents 
emigrated from Latvia 

to Canada. In 2012 she moved 
to Latvia, where she now works 
as a journalist and artist.

Evangelos
Androutsopoulos
was born in Finland 

and grew up in Greece. He went 
back to Finland for civilian service 
and then moved to the UK in 
2012.

Cheng Giuseppe 
Chen
was born in Italy, 

where he still lives. Both his 
parents are Chinese. He wants 
to work as a cartoonist in Japan.

Galyna Panchenko
was born in Ukraine. 
She now lives in 

Germany, where she is studying 
Illustration.

Marco Larocca
was born in Italy. He 
has always loved 

comics. He now lives in France, 
where he is trying to find a job.

Dmitry Yagodin
was born in Russia 
and studied Animation 

at the National Art Academy in 
Bulgaria, where he now works as 
a freelance artist.

Carlos Gustavo 
Carmona Medina
was born in Mexico 

and studied art in Mexico and 
Romania. He lives and works 
between Slovakia and France.

Katherine 
Woznicki
was born in the USA, 

and lived there until 2007, 
when she moved to Serbia. Her 
comics have been published in 
Serbia and abroad.

Angela Wanjiku 
Njoroge
was born in Kenya 

and is currently studying nursing 
in Italy. Having experienced the 
problem of racism, she wanted 
to tell her story through her 
drawings.

Milivoj Kostic 
was born in Serbia in 
1971. His father is 

from Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
He is a painter, 3D street artist 
and cartoonist.

Mari Ahokoivu
was born in Finland, and 
now livies in Denmark. 

She has created comics her 
whole life, and teaches in various 
schools.
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Khadim Diop
was born in Senegal, 
but moved with his 

mother to join his father in Italy. 
He is currently studying  Tourism 
Economics.

Miriam Klara 
Czapp
was born in Germany. 

She has also lived in Spain and, 
3 years ago, moved to Italy. She 
has been drawing since she was 
a child.

Amanda  Baeza
was born in Portugal, 
and raised in Chile by 

a Chilean father and Angolan 
mother. She is a graphic 
artist who devours comics for 
breakfast and plays the baritone 
saxophone at lunch. 

Julia Vetik
was born in Estonia, 
but her father is 

Russian. This is her first comic.

Hyon Yong
“Damian” Pahk 
was born in South 

Korea, but felt the need to be 
reborn in Italy, where he now 
studies set design.

Alex Galbero 
was born in Italy to 
a Swiss mother. He 

works for a composition and 
communication agency.

Pierluca Galvan
was born in Italy, but 
moved to France, where 

he now works as a freelance 
illustrator.

Dace Brakmane
was born in Latvia, but is 
now living in the UK. She 

is interested in illustration, comics, 
animation, photography and painting.

Julian Voloj
was born in Germany 
to Colombian parents. 

He frequently writes for the Swiss 
weekly “Tachles”.

Dora Graur
was born in Romania. 
She lives in Hungary 

with her family.  She aims to study 
animation or art in the future.

Elpida Kyriakou
was born in Cyprus to a 
Bulgarian mother. She 

has been creating comics for fun 
since she was 6 years old.

Elena Vitagliano
is Italian but lives and 
works in the UK as 

a graphic designer. She loves 
Japanese culture and art.

Sofya Smirnova
was born and lives in 
Estonia but has Russian 

citizenship. Her father is from Poland 
and her mother from Ukraine. 

Ivanka
Aleksandrova
was born in Bulgaria. 

Twelve years ago she moved to 
the UK, where she gained a BA 
in Design.

Nuno Abreu
was born in Spain and 
moved to Portugal 

when he was a child. He studied 
art and migrated to the UK, 
before moving back to Portugal.

Camilo Collao
was born in France. 
His father comes from 

Bolivia and his mother from 
Chile. He lives and works in 
France.

Thomas Cuschieri
is a Maltese 
mathematician who 

creates comics. He has spent 
most of the last 10 years in 
the UK, where he is currently 
studying.

Kristjan Müil
was born in Estonia 
to a Ukranian mother. 

He studies blacksmithing at the 
Estonian Academy of Arts.

Dace Sietina
was born in Latvia 
but now lives in 

the Netherlands. She studied 
illustration in Rotterdam. She likes 
to tell unusual stories.
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IMMIGRATION OFFICE

“Burocrazy”, Angela Wanjiku Njoroge (Kenya, Italy)
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1. Waiting room 7:12 a.m. At the immigration office
2. Mom, I don’t want to read it’s boring! / Come on Tausi, the teacher said that you should read more often!
3. Where do you come from? / I was born in Codru, Moldavia.
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1. I’m bored / Ma Ji look at the photos of your cousin
2. He is beautiful and small. / Do you remember your aunt E-Hui? They live in Wenzouh now.
3. Excuse me, I would like to enquire about the family reunification process. / Go down the hall to the office on your right.
4. I want to request Italian citizenship for my son, who is 18 years old.
5. What’s our number?
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1. Mr. Pawan, please sign here… Here is your temporary residence permit, with this you can…
2. I can attend my sister’s wedding and come back. / Yes.
3. Karim has just gone back home, he has gone to visit his mom. / Your brother has always been a good boy, and Samir? 
How is he?
4. What’s for dinner tonight? / You have to write your surname here. / What is your doll’s name? / Clara.
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Who can request an Italian residence permit?
As of 1 January 2012, there were just over 3,600,000 non-EU citizens living in Italy, around 100,000 more than the year before. […] 
The majority of migrants come from Morocco (506,369), Albania (491,495), China (277,570), ukraine (223,782) and the Philippines 
(152,382). But the greatest number of migrants come from Romania (1,071,342).
Who are we?
In spite of their young average age, the foreign population (15-64 years) has similar levels of education to Italians. Almost half of 
foreigners possess a middle school degree, compared to 45.3% of Italians. The numbers of graduates are almost identical (40.9% and 
41.1%, respectively), while one immigrant out of ten possesses a university degree, compared to 13.5% of Italians. In 2011 foreign 
labour represented 10.2% of the total labour force. The employment rate among foreigners continues to be higher than that among 
Italians (66.2% compared to 60.7%, respectively), as does the unemployment rate (12.1% compared to 8.0%, respectively). […]
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“Is it wrong to use stereotypes of your own country to your advantage?” 
Mari Ahokoivu (Finland, Denmark)
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“Children Reveal What Adults Hide”
Amanda Baeza (Portugal, Chile, Angola)
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“Pride and Prejudice”, Pierluca Galvan (Italy, France)

1. During a dinner our friends are involved in a discussion…/  Don’t you feel ashamed to talk like that? You who once called 
yourself a communist. 2. I’m just trying to think about my future and I don’t want to imagine my children playing in a park 
amongst Chinese who eat dogs, Moroccan pushers and black guys that steal jobs! 3. There are many Chinese people, 
Moroccans deal drugs but black guys are good! / [...good for what?] / ...making love? / ...eating? /...In their souls?
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1. You talk like that but Aziz is a friend of yours! / …he’s different… he sells hashish to me! / what about Samya? / …She’s 
different… and she’s really hot / and what about Martino? / I hate him / Why? What have I done to you? (Martino is the boy 
with the glasses on) 2. Anyway I’m ok about their presence, but they just have to stay at home! / Ssst! Listen to this amazing 
melody…/ It’s Loretta playing music with a glass of wine! 3. Let’s stop this bullshit and let’s toast Loretta and her marvellous 
music! / Great! / Good!
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On a Paris metro a typical French girl is reading a story that a typical Italian guy sitting with her wrote 1. Ha ha ha your comic is 
terrific! / Thanks Florette! 2. I love the way you criticize your country, I knew you were very racist, more than us, that could be 
because you have a lot of problems…  3. Bla bla bla… mafia... bla bla bla “bunga-bunga” bla bla bla racism… but you make good 
pizzas! 4. Hey where are you going?!? / We will be late for Jean-Jerome’s party! / I need to use the bidet / …use what?!?

In una metro dI ParIgI una tIPIca ragazza francese sta leggendo quella storIa che un tIPIco ragazzo 
ItalIano seduto vIcIno a leI ha scrItto...
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“World of Flats”,  Hyon Yong “Damian” Pahk (South Korea, Italy)
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“Museum of Friends”,  Sabīne Moore (Latvia, Australia)
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“Only a dolls game”, Elisa Furlani (Italy, Australia, France)
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“?”, Milivoj Kostic (Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina)



Stories of 
Migration

Audience award

Jury award

International Jury’s Selection 
of the most highly rated comics
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1. Chapter I Spain-Argentina 1945 / When the Spanish civil war concluded, lots of people were persecuted and shot 
due to their political ideas. During World War II, Franco tried to finish off the rest of the resistance. / Somewhere in 
Spain, 1939 / ...READY... AIM... FIRE!! 2. Surely it was in that moment that a series of unexpected events started. 
An ancestor, a world foreign to me and the possible question of “why” in relation to my place of birth. / I’ll miss you 
mum... maybe some day I could see you again... maybe I will come back different... / Andres Fuentes emigrated to 
Argentina, where he would try to make his dreams come true; write down his ideas freely and someday go back to 
his place of birth, and hug his family... but sometimes, or even always, things don’t happen as we dreamt.
3. Argentina, almost 55 years later 4. 2001, Economic crisis / Give us the future back. / Frozen Bank Deposits.  
5. 2008, Farming crisis / Scarcity of some goods because of rural strikes in different parts of the country... the 
government is lying about inflation... the crisis is growing. In other news, Spain passed a law that would grant 
citizenship to descendents of exiles...

“The Boomerangs, in three chapters” 
Corsino (Daniel López Bončina) (Argentina, Slovenia)
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1. Law of historical memory? What’s that? / ...yes, that’s it... mum, dad, I’ll go to Spain.
2. Why Spain? Now? Finish your studies before you go... I know it’s difficult but we can help you. / Mum you know 
that I want to be a writer and here I have no future as one. Besides, how long should I wait to become independent. 
/ Do you have a plan? Anyway, you are an adult. 3.  ... Well, it’s ok Diego... take care and remember that you can 
count on us. I’m sure that if your grandpa were alive he would go with you.  4. Thank you both! Now I have to start 
saving money... citizenship is not enough. / HMM! The only plan that I have is a dream. I think that if I continue 
thinking about it I wont go anywhere... HMM... but it doesn’t seem complicated... and the language doesn’t either... 
/ At least I’ll have security, which I don’t have here. 5. Chapter II Argentina Spain 2010 / Crisis / Crisis 6. 1 month 
after the World Cup. Spain won and unemployment has increased. / Hi! Mum, I’m living in a flat with other students. 
I haven’t found a job but I have already enrolled in university... 7. We are looking for waiters. 8. ...I found a job in a 
cafeteria and next week I’m starting university.
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1. Waiter! No Sir, 2. Two coffees with milk and a question, you are not Spanish, are you?  3. I’m... my grandpa 
was Spanish. 4. Wait, I know that accent.. you are Argentinean! /  That accent is so cool! / Another Messi... as if 
it were a great thing. / EEEH... Thanks, I’ll be back in a minute. ...Sorry, anything else? 5. A month later… / Hey! 
Hey Argentinean! Come here! / Yes Sir, what would you like? 6. Three months later / This crisis is because of 
immigrants. It seems that stealing our jobs is not enough, they are also using our hospitals, on the TV, playing sport, 
without being Spaniards... and I’m still unemployed.  7. Well Carlos, your luck will improve. Come with me, I’ll buy 
you a coffee. 8. Waiter! / Yes Sir, What would you like to drink? 9. You aren’t Spanish, are you? / Er... no, I’m from 
Argentina 10. In your face! Have you seen! What have I told you? ...These South Americans, these Indians come to 
steal us... let’s go somewhere else, with Spaniards.
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1. Chapter III from Spain to Croatia 2012. / Hi mum, hi dad! I got a scholarship to study for a year in Croatia. […] 
2. “Don’t worry Dieguito, just say that you’re Spanish...” / “No mum, never... a descendant of Croatians and Span-
iards is enough. I’ll call you when I arrive, love you.” 3. Zagreb... / Good morning, before we start I want to inform 
you that we won’t speak Croatian... I want to know if there are any native speakers... 4. […] 5. Where are you from? 
6. From Argentina / What’s your surname? / Fuentes Lovrenčić. 7. Can you modulate when you speak? HMM! And 
do not think that just because you’re a native speaker it’ll be easier for you. […] 8. My name is Clara and I’m from 
Badajoz / I’m Juan and I come from Barcelona.  9. Two weeks later / Who will read the story today? / Me! / Me! 
/ Me! / Nobody? […]  10. Ha, ha, ha! I guess you. No, not you. I’m asking the native speakers who, as you know, 
there are two of in this class... Clara and Juan. 11. Professor, we haven’t read it for today. 12. Well as nobody has 
read it, let’s read aloud what you had to read for today. 13. I’m tired, I wanna go home... this country sucks... at least 
next month we have Latin-American Literature...
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1. Excuse me, they have just changed my group. I am Veronika Marić. / Have a seat. 2. Who cares... what... what? 
What was I thinking about? 3. One month later / […] The magical realism and great novels of Rayuela wouldn’t have 
been possible without Spain, without the Vanguard. That’s why we’re going to focus on Spain, since the peninsula 
made Latin literature strong and well known. 4. “...one more thing, in two months you have to write a seminar paper on 
a tale or novel that you have read.” 5. Three weeks later, in the professor’s office / Professor, I’ve prepared this paper 
about “El Matadero”. / I don’t think it would be a good idea for you to talk about an Argentinean story, but... as you 
want... 6. ok, let me see if I can change it. 7. Two days later / That’s it professor. It took me two days of hard work 
but I found a new topic and I’ve finished my paper. […] 8. Ok! Give it to me and I’ll grade it. / I told you that I haven’t 
checked it, I just wanted to know if... /  It´s ok, I like the topic, I’ll check it and I’ll give it back to you. 9. Hello! / Hello, 
how are you? / Ok... you can speak Spanish if you want. Ok, I was waiting for the trolley... would you like...?
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1. One week later / I checked the paper, I liked it and I understand that for you, who are not native speaker, it’s 
difficult to write in Spanish... but don’t worry, correct the mistakes that I’ve marked and maybe you’ll get an 8.  
2. Professor, here you’ve corrected lots of prepositions, […]  3. Hmm... I miss my home... / Why does it all have 
to be so difficult?... I’m tired... if only I knew why they are like this. They hate me and they don’t even know me... 
what did I do to them?... 4. In Argentina these things wouldn’t happen... but... bah! Who am I kidding?/ ...Have 
you seen the awful Peruvian that works in the bar. 5. That was me 3 years ago... what we say without thinking 
is unbelievable... maybe it is bigger than us, maybe it is something we have inherited or heard, maybe to live it is 
necessary to understand and feel... in my case I arrived seeking a dream... 6. ...I found a reality. 7. July 2013 / I 
don’t know anymore if I want my future to be secure. […] I learned to love those “maybes”. […] As I said, I am not 
the writer that I dreamt of being, but I am writing the best story of my life. The End. 
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“How Mr. Black became Blue”,  Dmitry Yagodin (Russia, Bulgaria)
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“A story about a Vietnamese living in Latvia”, Cao Viet Nguyen 
(Vietnam, Latvia)
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“My Brother Haik”,  Emre Özdamarlar (Turkey, Sweden)
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“Unofficial Border-Crossing Guide for non-Europeans”
 Carlos Gustavo Carmona Medina (Mexico, Romania, Slovakia, France)
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1. Children
2. From today, Helver is going to study with us
3. I am sure she is going to make him sit next to you Marco / And he is a Rom! / and the Rom are all thieves! / and they kidnap children
4. He doesn’t speak Italian very well yet / so be kind to him
5. Helver, please sit over there, next to Marco.

“Helver, my first ROMmate”,  Elena Vitagliano (Italy, UK)
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1. Be careful of the gypsies, they are dangerous, if they get close to you, don’t talk to them, do you understand me?  / Yes Mom
2. I know it’s not kind to avoid speaking to him... but I have to obey...
3. Wow, what a nice drawing he is doing! / How does he do that? / I would like to ask him but...
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1. I can’t / I don’t think he is a thief or that he could kidnap me: he is only a child!  
2. But if I remember... /  the most important thing is to be kind to everyone. / Ok then.
3. Do not talk to gypsies /  Be kind to everyone / Do not talk to gypsies /  Be kind to everyone / Do not talk to gypsies /  Be kind to 
everyone
4. The most important thing…
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1. Helver this horse is really beautiful!
2. You are really good!
3. Do you want to give it to me?
4. Yes, yes
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1. Thank you, it’s really beautiful /  Write your name over here so it is finished.
2. Why?
3. I can’t write
4. Oh… well
5. I will help you then
6. Look look
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1. The gypsy’s friend / You’ll see in a little while he will become Rom as well. Ahahaha
2. You are just jealous because you don’t have a drawing like this
3. Helver, can you teach me to draw like you? / Can you teach me to write?
4. Deal! / Helver, my first Rom mate!
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“The problem”,  Thomas Cuschieri (Malta, UK) 
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“We’re all dogs”,  Camilo Collao (France, Bolivia, Chile)
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“A story of migration? … Or a tale to fight racism?”, Nuno Abreu 
(Spain, Portugal, UK)
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